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Using the current question banks 

Introduction to the available question banks 
We are making available approx. 120 sets of maths questions suitable for first year Chemists and 
Biochemists, many of which contextualised to those disciplines. Each set of questions includes 100 
versions of the same question with different variables to allow randomisation in Moodle by selecting 
questions randomly from that folder. Questions on the following topics are available: Unit 
Conversions, Moles and ratios, Dilutions, Applied transposition, Logs, Errors, pH, Thermodynamics, 
Differentiation, Integration and Differential Equations. They are based on the ‘cloze’ question type and 
require students to type the correct answer into a box. The questions are designed with worked 
answers using the variables from the question, and also hints. Please note, hints will only be viewable 
if you chose the option ‘interactive with multiple tries’ for ‘question behaviour’ when you set up the 
Moodle quiz. 

Further information about the 2014 project 
The current ChemBioMath questions banks were developed as part of a Teaching Development Fund 
project (2013-2014) at the University of Bath Awarded to Hazel Corradi (B&B), Steve Parker 
(Chemistry), Barrie Cooper (University of Exeter) and Emma Cliffe (MASH). The project involved 
training students to write PHP to create large numbers of Moodle questions with random variables in 
Moodle XML. The students were Oliver Stark, Daniel Wotton, Beth Glaisyer, Alan Osborne, Jamie 
Lynch and Nathalie Sheffield. The questions were aimed at supporting the maths/calculations needs 
of first year Chemists and Biochemists. The methodology was based on that developed at the 
University of Exeter by Barrie Cooper and Steve Rose.  

Uploading the XML files into your Question bank. 
1. Download the XML files from this site by right-clicking them and saving them somewhere 

where you can find them.  

2. In Moodle, in the Administration block, chose Question bank > Import 

                                                     
3. You need to choose ‘Moodle XML format’ on the import page. 

4. You can then just drag and drop any/all XML files into the file box and click ‘Import’ at the 

bottom of the page. The files will take some seconds to import (even for 1, do if importing 

several large files, it might be best to go and make a cup of tea whilst you’re waiting) 

5. One the files are uploaded, you will need to scroll down to the bottom of the page to click 

continue. This should then take you to the Question bank page. More detailed instructions are 

on p15 
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Creating a Moodle quiz using large randomised question banks. 
Whether you are using our question banks downloaded from this site, or have developed your own 
random question banks, the process of setting up the quiz is the same. 

1. Ensure you are in the main Moodle page for the course you wish to create the quiz in (for us, 
e-quizzes) 

 
 
2. Turn editing on using the button in the top right hand corner of the page 

 
3. In the topic where you want your quiz, choose add an activity or resource and then quiz 

from the menu  
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4. You will see the Adding a new Quiz form. There are lots of options here but you can edit 
these at any time. Notes on quiz options can be found at 
http://docs.moodle.org/27/en/Quiz_module. To create a quiz you only need to give it a name 
and click on the Save and display button.  
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5. To add questions to the quiz, click on the Edit quiz button. 

6. Then click on the add a random question… button 

 
7. Navigate to the category that that your question is in from the drop-down menu and click add 

random question. 

8. Repeat this a few times to build up a quiz. 
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9. Return to the main page by selecting the name of your module from the top bar again. 

10. You can now click on the quiz and view it. 

 

11. To add more questions to the quiz, you will need to 
chose ‘Edit Quiz’ from the Administration tab on the 
right side bar 
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Developing your own randomised question banks 

for cloze questions 

About Moodle question types, XML and why we used PHP 

The trouble with Moodle questions 
Moodle and many other Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) have basic question authoring and 
delivery systems. However, these usually only use very basic methods for checking answers, such as 
checking that the answer lies amongst a collection of permissible expressions, or checking that the 
answer lies within a given numerical interval. Moodle is capable of some very basic randomisation 
within its questions, but it requires that the answer to such a question be given by a simple formula in 
order that it can generate the randomised set of questions. Moreover, the type of questions that can 
be randomised are very restricted e.g. single answer numerical questions. However, we may wish to 
develop questions which are more complex. 

The process 
The process is fairly straightforward, but it requires us to understand a little about how Moodle 
questions can be exported, edited and imported.  

Moodle questions can be exported and imported as plain text files in a variety of formats --- we work 
with the Moodle XML format. This is particularly useful if you want to be able to transfer questions 
between courses and Moodle installations, but it also provides us with a useful means of writing 
questions for Moodle without having to rely on the web-based question editor. These XML files 
contain all the information Moodle needs to (re)create the questions. Because these are plain text 
files, they are reasonably easy to read and very easy to edit or even write from scratch, once you 
understand their structure. 

The process we used is as follows:  

1. create a sample question in Moodle, which is then used as a template for our randomised 
variations; 

2. export this question to a Moodle XML file; 
3. use a script in some programming language (e.g. PHP) to write many versions of our 

question, based on the original XML file; 
4. import the resulting XML file, which contains many random variations on the question, back 

into Moodle. 
5. create a quiz that randomly selects questions from our large question bank. 

 
Why we use cloze questions 
Cloze questions contain the text for the question, in which there are answer boxes embedded. Each 
answer box is indicated by curly braces containing a string of characters that tells Moodle how to 
check that the answer entered in the box is correct e.g. 

{1:NM:=1.14} 

In this example, the first 1 indicates that the question is worth 1 mark, the :NM: indicates that it is a 
numerical question and the =1.14 indicates that 1.14 is the correct answer. More information on the 

syntax of Cloze questions can be obtained from the Moodle Docs webpages. 

We have chosen to use the cloze question style because it is the most flexible, as any answer can be 
written and marked within the boxes. This means that once we have a PHP file that will write out 
Moodle XML for a cloze question, we can edit this easily for most types of question we wish to create 
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Requirements: Guide to editing text files and running PHP for 

beginners. 

Software 
The software requirements to create Moodle questions in the way described in the tutorial is minimal 
and freely available. The first and most important requirement is access to a Moodle course for which 
you have editing rights to create quizzes and to create, export and import questions. The second 
requirement is a program that can edit plain text files (e.g. gedit or Notepad++). The third requirement 
is basic knowledge of a programming language (e.g. PHP, Python) and access to relevant tools that 
will enable the program you will write to create and edit its own plain text files. For this last 
requirement, our tutorial will use the programming language PHP, which requires access to a suitable 
webserver (e.g. the university LAMP server accessible via public-html) to execute the code. 

Introduction to adapting a PHP file for randomised “cloze” 

questions 
The simplest way to create your own batch of random calculations, is to start with one of our PHP files 
and edit it. To do this, you should fist download any (or all) of our PHP files from this site. 

To edit the PHP file we recommend using a file editor that uses colour such as gedit (can be run from 
the command line at the University of Bath), or Notepad++ (can be easily searched for and 
downloaded). If you will run PHP on the UoB LAMP server, you will want to save the PHP file to your 
public_html folder. 

If you are running PHP elsewhere, you can download and use the Apache server of XAMPP (can be 
easily searched for and downloaded) with a tutorial here 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2oNXw4RwZdE. In this case you will run PHP through your web 
browser and need to save your PHP files to the folder xampp/htdocs. 

Your PHP file should have the following core elements shown in the file on the next page 

What the items in the PHP file mean. 
This PHP file writes the contents of our desired XML file into a new file called, in this case, 
dilutionsquestions.xml.  Let's just examine this file for a moment to understand what each part does.   

Lines 1 and 45 are special flags indicating that everything between these lines is PHP code. 

Line 2 says that every time it sees the string $quizbank in our PHP file then the computer should 
open a file called dilutionsquestions.xml so that text can be added to it.  Lines 3 to 6 test to see if 
opening the file works and if not, we will be shown a warning on screen. 

The command fprintf($quizbank,string) writes the specified string to the file 
dilutionsquestions.xml.  So in line 8 it's putting the first line of our original XML file into 
dilutionsquestions.xml.  There will be a couple of characters in the string that you are perhaps not 
expecting.  The first is that the string ends with the \n character.  This is the newline character that 
denotes that anything further should be written on a new line.  You will also notice that within the 
string, whenever we want to write the " character, we must write \".  This is because " is a special 
character in PHP so if we want to use it in a context that PHP doesn't expect we need to precede it by 
the escape character \. 

Skipping back to line 7, the // character indicates that this line is a comment, so when the program 
runs the computer will just ignore this line.  Comments should be used to remind yourself (or others) 
what the various parts of your program do. 

Lines 7 to 20 now write the next part of the XML file.  You should notice that $ is also a special 
character in PHP, so when we write this in a string we need to precede it by the escape character and 
write \$ instead.  You may also have noticed the \t character, which indicates a tab space in a plain 
text file. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2oNXw4RwZdE
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Lines 22 to 37 is the part telling the computer to write the question in the XML file. 

Lines 19 and 20 introduce a for loop and line 39 closes the loop. What we are doing is asking the 
computer to do everything between these lines 100 times. It is this that allows us to write out many 
versions of our question with different variable. Line 24 ensures each variant has a unique name 
based on the ‘question name’ and then the version number. In this case our question name is 
dilutions, so each question will be labelled dilutions Q$k, where Q$k will become Q1, Q2 etc. rather 
than all of them being called dilutions Q0. 

Line 41 writes the final line of the XML file  

Line 42 says that we have finished writing to our dilutionsquestions.xml file and that the computer 
should close it properly. 

So far, the commands we have written will all be carried out by the computer without informing us of 
anything except if there is an error opening our XML file.  Line 44 tells the computer to display the 
string Completed! on screen once it has done everything else. 
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To check the PHP file writes the Moodle XML 

To run PHP, it depends on the server you are using. If running PHP through the command line (e.g. 
on the UoB LAMP server), you type 

php dilutions.php 
(or whatever the name of the PHP file you are using) from within the public_html folder in the file 
browser window.  
 
If you are running PHP using XAMPP you will need to type into your web browser 

localhost/xampp/dilutions.php 
and hit return. 
For more instructions see http://youtu.be/NJZNiCf_dyE 
 
Either of these should create an XML file if the PHP has run correctly (or an error message if not!) 
 

Editing the PHP file for your question 
There are 3 parts to adapting the question; renaming the PHP/XML files, generating the random 
variables, and changing the question/answer/hint text. First we will consider how we change the name 
of the file. 
 

How to change the name of the PHP/XML file 
Before changing anything in the PHP file, open it and rename it as something related to your question 
and save it in the folder where you will run PHP. This allows you to compare back to your original file 
if something goes wrong. In addition, you will need to change a number of lines within the PHP file to 
give the generated XML file, and the questions themselves, the same name. The lines you need to 
edit are shown on the next page. 

Note that the many versions of the question that you will make will need to go into one subfolder (so 
you can randomly pick one when generating the quiz) and should all have the same name. However, 
you may also have several sets of questions on the same topic (e.g. Thermodynamics) you wish to 
group, so using folders and subfolders is really handy for finding questions easily from the Moodle 
interface. 
This example is of a PHP file called Therm1_entropy_110.php  

For each new file you save you will need to change 

1. The name of the XML file (Therm1_entropy_110.xml) 
2. The folder (Thermodynamics) and the subfolder (Therm1_entropy_110) 
3. The question name (Therm1_entropy_110) 
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The question version number is automatically generated by PHP from $k. To specify how many 
versions of the questions you want, you adjust the $k variable. (In the example below it is 100, but 
whilst you are creating and editing a file, it is easier to switch it to 1, so you only have to upload 1 
question into Moodle to check it, and only 1 to delete if it isn’t right!) 

 

An important skill – naming files well 
IMPORTANT –It is really worth considering before you start the sort of tree structure you may want for 
the bank of questions you are producing. Here we didn’t have an overall category for all our questions 
and then realised afterwards that this would be really helpful to be able to keep them in one place in 
Moodle or to move them all around at once. So we would recommend having at least 3 branches to 
your category structure such as yourname/categoryname/questionname e.g. 

MASH/Thermodynamics/Therm1_entropy_110 

If you are planning to run PHP through the university LAMP server from the command line in an 
LCPU window, you will also want to ensure that your file names (and final question names) do not 
have spaces in. This is why we have used underscores. We also found that having a unique identifier 
for each of our question types was immensely useful in knowing how many questions we had and as 
a quick way of noting them without writing down the whole question name. Therefore we wanted the 
question name to indicate the topic, something about the question and then have a unique identifier. 
There may be an even better way to do this, but we really recommend thinking about it clearly before 
you have 100s of questions and you aren’t sure what they are and have to spend hours renaming 
them. 

How to generate random variables in PHP 
For this we’ll need to edit the lines highlighted in the box in the screenshot on the next page. 
 
In this case, lines 26 to 29 ask the computer to generate random numbers between given ranges, 
(using the rand command) which have been descriptively named $totalstockvolume, 
$volumerequired, $stockconc and $finalconc. Variables in PHP are indicated by the $, which is 

This is the name of the XML file 

generated, and this will be written 

into the same folder as the PHP file. 

This is the question folder 

(Thermodynamics) and 

subfolder 

(Therm1_entropy_110).  

This is the question name 

And this is number of the 

version of the question (e.g. 

34 out of 100) 
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why this is a special character. For our question here on dilutions, we wish to find the concentration of 
stock required using our equation that links concentration and volume (C1V1=C2V2.) 

To generate our answer from our random variables, we specify a new variable calculated from them.  

In our case, we can calculate our desired volume ($ans1) by substituting our variables into our 
equation (we also need to adjust for differences in units) 

$ans1 = $volumerequired * $finalconc / ($stockconc * 1000); 

This is calculated on line 31. 

 

We can get PHP to print out the answer in our window to two decimal places when we run the file 
using the following command on line 34. 

printf(“… to 2 decimal places is %.2f…”, $ans1); 
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The printf function is used to output information for the user – to the window where the program is run 
(for checking), not to a file. The %.2f allows the answer to be rounded to 2 decimal places and asks 
the program to replace the full value of $ans1 with the value of $ans1 (which is a float) to 2 decimal 
places. If we wanted 3 d.p. we would use %.3f instead, for example. This printf line is not required – it 
is to help you check that the programme is working when you run it. You can also use it to print the 
variables you have created as well as the answer. 

[ Since we first wrote this tutorial, we have found that PHP can be unreliable in how it rounds 
numbers in this way for tie-breaking conditions. We therefore recommend using the function 
‘round’ and checking that the version of PHP you are using has no reported issues for this 
function  -the recent ones are fine. The use of round can be viewed in the PHP files available 
from this site]  

When considering how to randomise your variables and calculate from them, be aware that:  

i. The * symbol is used to represent multiply and / represents divide. (For other 
operations, look up a PHP guide online e.g. http://php.net/manual/en/ref.math.php) 

ii. The random numbers need to be chosen over a suitable range to give a sensible answer, 
especially if the question is applied to a real life situation. 

iii. The randomisation algorithm will only randomise integers, so it is sometimes helpful to 
multiply or divide the random numbers by a factor after e.g. the total stock volume is 
randomised from 2,3 or 4, but is then multiplied by 100 (rand(2,4)*100) to give 200ml, 
300ml or 400ml. 

iv. Extra variables can be generated for the question that are not required to calculate the 
answer, if you wish the students to be able to pick out the correct information. 

v. The ($stockconc * 1000) is in brackets to indicate it is all under the previous division 
sign. If in doubt, always use brackets. 

vi. Each line ends with a ; and the file won’t run without them! 
 

How to edit the PHP file for your question/feedback/hint text 
Once we have the variables we need, we can write our question, answer, hint and worked solution 
using them. All of these are shown on the following screenshot: 

The question for this file starts on line 42 after the <![CDATA[<p> and comprises of: 

If \\( \\sf S_{fin} = $Sfin JK^{-1}mol^{-1} \\) and \\( \\sf S_{ini} = $Sini JK^{-1}mol^{-1}\\),  

Calculate the change in entropy. Give your answer to 2 decimal places. 
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This is the text that can be adapted to your question. Here the variables are $Sfin and $Sini. The 
mathematical expressions in the question are expressed in LATEX within the inline encasing \\( \\sf 
…. \\). We highly recommend using latex within these brackets \\( \\) to write mathematical 
expressions. Using these brackets, Moodle will be able to display the LATEX in a way that is 
accessible to screen readers through the MathJax plugin that is now available on the University of 
Bath Moodle. The \\sf specifies serif font, that we found looked good for printing text alongside the 
math symbols. (note that in Moodle XML the brackets become \( \) and the xtra \ is to allow PHP to 
ignore the special symbol \ ). 

Note: You should always leave a space between the variable and the units you specify afterward, so 
the variable is recognised properly. 

The answer is shown on line 45. Because this is based on the ‘cloze’ question type, this question 
generates a box for the answer to go in. In this case this is put on a new line with appropriate units 
written afterwards. 

 

 

<br/> <br/> {1:NM:=%.2f~9999999999} \\( \\sf JK^{-1}mol^{-1}\\).</p>]]></text>\n",$ans1); 

The answer box comprises of several elements 

1:  This is the number of marks for the question 

NM:  This is the Moodle code for a numerical answer 

%.2f  This tells Moodle that we want the answer ‘float’ to 2 decimal places 

~9999999999 The squiggles stops Moodle thinking this is the answer, but by putting these extra digits 
in we make the answer box bigger so the order of magnitude for the answer is less obvious. 

The answer float ($ans1) that is read to 2 decimal places for the answer box, is then included right at 
the end of the line before the final ); close. If the answer does not want rounding [or if you rounded 

your answer at the variable stage using round], $ans1 could be included in the answer box instead of 
%.2f 

Similar to the question text, any question text for the hint and the worked solution also appear after a 
<![CDATA[<p> statement and can be identified under the appropriate headings in the file. 

The worked solution is shown on line 48, where line 47 includes the title </generalfeedback> 

The hint is shown on line 54, where line 53 has the helpful identifier <hint format =\”html\”>. There is 
also this identifier on line 56 and an extra hint could be added beneath by copying, pasting and editing 
line 54. 

The feedback and hints should be formatted in a similar way to the question using LATEX (with 
MathJax encoding) for any mathematical symbols or expressions. In these cases, one does not need 
to worry about the formatting of an answer box. 

Checking your edited PHP file 
To check your file works (and whilst fixing any errors in the PHP or formatting issues of LATEX), we 
recommend just creating one copy of your question by setting $k to 1 

 

1. Ensure you have saved your file to the correct folder to run PHP (See section on running PHP) 
2. Run the PHP for your file. 

Expresses 

new line in 

XML 

Answer 

inside { } 

Units 

written in 

LATEX 

Our 

generated 

answer value 
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3. You can view the XML file created if you are familiar with XML, but the fool-proof way to check the 
question is how you want it is to upload it into Moodle (see the next sub-section). If you are not 
happy with your Moodle question, it is easiest to delete it from Moodle before uploading another 
one to avoid confusion. 

4. Once we are happy with the format and functioning of your question, change $k back to 100, or to 
however many variants of the question you want, and rerun the PHP file to create the XML. PHP 
will general one XML file with all the question variants in that can then be imported into Moodle. 

Importing questions to Moodle  
1. From the Moodle page Click on Question bank in the Administration menu on the left-hand side 

of the page. Select Import from the submenu 

 
2. You will now see the Import questions from file form. Choose Moodle XML format and click on 

the Choose a file button at the bottom of the form. You will need to pick again choose file then 
navigate to your XML file. 
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Then pick upload this file. 

Alternatively, you can now drag and drop files into Moodle. If you find your file in your windows file 
browser (not the text-based file browser, the usual one), you can just drag and drop! 

3. Now choose import. Moodle now attempts to read your XML file and summarises the questions 
on screen (this file included 2 questions). Click on the Continue button. 

 
4. You will now find yourself back on the question bank page, but in your category (for us Dilutions) 

you will see your new question (we had 2 questions in the file in our example), which you can 
preview by clicking on the magnifying glass icon. 
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5. To check the hint click on the ‘check’ button 

 

6. To check the solution/feedback, click the ‘submit and finish’ button. 
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How to develop your own randomised question 

banks from scratch 
If you’re not used to editing text files and programming, you may find it easier to familiarise yourself 
more with Moodle XML following this basic tutorial. Similarly, if you wish to randomise a different type 
of question in Moodle, or do not have access to our PHP files to edit, the following will enable you to 
start from scratch by creating a question in Moodle, exporting it and then encoding it in PHP. 

How to write questions in Moodle 
Our example shows how to create a cloze question (what we did), but this can be followed for other 
question types too. However, you will need to check out the Moodle docs for options for other types of 
questions. First, open the Firefox web browser, log into Moodle 
and navigate to your course. 

1. In the Application block on the left hand side (may be 
condensed to a side bar), choose question bank. 

 

 

 

 

2. Click on create new question 

 
 

3. A box appears asking for the question type. Pick 
Embedded answers (Cloze) (or whichever type you want) and click next. 
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4. You will now be confronted with a form to complete to create your question. Our example all the 

way through this tutorial is a dilution calculation. We typed Dilution1 into the question name box, 
and into the question text box: 

You are provided with a litre of 2M stock solution of Ammonium Chloride. How many 
millilitres of the stock will you need to make 35mls of 65mM. Give your answer to 2 
decimal places 

{1:NM:=1.14}ml. 

5. To make the questions available as part of a formative quiz, under multiple tries, you can 
change the penalty for each incorrect try to 0 and also add a hint to Hint 1 e.g. 

Try using the equation C1V1=C2V2 

 

 
6. You can also add a worked answer to the general feedback box. 
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Now click save changes. 
 

7. You will now find yourself back on the Question bank page, which should now list your question. 
You can click on the magnifying glass icon to preview the question you have created. 

 
How to export Moodle XML  
If we are not going to be creating variations of our question using the webform then we need to find 
another way. The next short step in the process is to export our question as a Moodle XML file. The 
easiest way to export the file to the location we need it to be is to ensure before we start that we can 
save downloaded files to the destination of our choice 

1. From the Firefox pull-down menu (top left) chose options > options. This will bring up a window 
with several tabs. In the general tab, ensure always ask me where to save files is checked. (If 
you are using a different browser you may need to do something similar) 
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2. Click on Question bank in the Administration menu on the 
left-hand side of the page and select Export from this 
submenu 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. You will now see a form entitled Export questions to file.  
Choose Moodle XML format and click on the Export questions to file button. 

 
4. Firefox should now give you the option to save the file. You will want to save the file to the 

folder you will want to run PHP from, which if at the university, will be the public_html folder 
within your H drive. You will also find it easier later if you give this file a name that indicates 
the nature of the question e.g. dilutions1_template  
(don’t add an extension to the name, windows already knows it’s a .xml) 
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5. Finally, click continue on the Moodle page to return to the question bank. 

 

Editing Moodle XML files 
To understand how we can use PHP to create Moodle XML, we can edit XML by hand, similar to how 
our program will create questions later.  

To edit our XML files, we need a good text file editor that shows different commands in different 
colours. At the UoB it is easy to use gedit  through the command line, or one can download 
Notepad++ , which is also good. You may already have a file editor you use. 

1. Whichever file editor you are using, open the .xml file you created in Moodle. Hopefully, it will 
look something like ours below! 
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2. Let's study the structure of the XML file. To do this, we will want to display the line numbers for 

the file. For this we need to go to 
Edit > preferences 

And check display line numbers 
 

 
Line 1 declares that the file is an XML file and gives some important technical information that we 
need not worry about.  There are lots of strings of the form <flag> and </flag>.  These are called 
flags and tell whatever might be reading the file how the various parts of the file are structured.  The 
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first instance of <flag> says that the flag section starts here and the second instance looks like </flag> 
and indicates that the flag section has ended. 

Lines 2 and 31 are flags that indicate the beginning and end of a quiz section and tell Moodle that 

everything between these flags are questions for a quiz, or something similar. 

Lines 3 to 9 tell Moodle that these questions should be saved in the Default for Maths e-quizzes 

category of our course (there will be an equivalent folder for your course). 

The most interesting lines are 11 to 29, which give all the information needed for the question we 
designed earlier and exported as an XML file.  You will find the name we gave our question in line 14 
and you will find the text we typed for our question in line 17, along with lots of other stuff that we 
didn't type. 

As a human reading it, there seems to be lots of superfluous information in the file, but the good news 
is that we just need to accept that Moodle needs this and we only need to worry about changing the 
bits that we care about. 

We are now going to create a new XML file with two modified copies of our question. 

2. Go to the File menu and select New to get a new blank file opened in a new tab within gedit. 

3. Copy and paste lines 1 to 10 from the first XML file into your new blank file.  Your text editor may 
not colour these lines because it doesn't know that it's an XML file yet! 

 
4. To fix this, save the new file to the same location as your original XML file and call it something 

relating to your question, for us we might use dilutionsquiz.xml. 

5. If you end up having lots of different types of question, then it is useful to have these stored in 
different categories, so on line 6, replace the default category (for us Default for Maths e-quizzes) 
with a helpful category name e.g. we used Dilutions. 

 
6. Now copy and paste lines 11 to 29 from your original XML file into your new file 

dilutionsquiz.xml 
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7. To modify the question in the XML we need to Modify line 17 to alter the question, making 

sure that we replace the old answer with the correct answer for the new question within the 
answer box {1:NM:= answer} (for us 0.38). 

 
8. Now, XML files can hold more than one question, so let's include another. Paste lines 10 to 29 at 

the bottom of your new file dilutionsquiz.xml again and change the name of this second question 
(line 34) and the numbers and answer (line 37) 
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9. Finally, to indicate that we have finished copy and paste lines 30 to 31 from your original XML 

file at the bottom of your new file dilutionsquiz.xml. Save your file. 

We have now created a new XML file.  This is obviously no quicker that writing these questions within 
Moodle, but what we've just done is something that we could easily write a computer program to do 
and that's the key. 

To check the XML works, we can import it into Moodle using the instructions previously described in 
this tutorial. 

Automating the production of questions 
To automatically write many questions in Moodle XML we can use the programming language PHP. 

The easiest way to do this is to edit one of our PHP files (downloaded from the MASH  Moodle page) 
as described previously. However, if you wish to automate a different question type more changes will 
need to be made. If you look at the following PHP file that can be downloaded, the majority of the file 
that describes the creation of the Moodle XML and the randomisation of the variables can stay the 
same, but the bit that will be different is ‘write the XML question’. 

What you will need to do is to take the XML question you have exported from Moodle, identify the 
section of it that is equivalent to this section and paste it into the correct space in one of our PHP files 
(or you can type out this file from scratch!). 

If you compare the PHP to the XML for the equivalent section you will see that to write out each of the 
lines of XML required for your question type, you need to encase it within the following within the PHP 
file: 

fprintf($quizbank,"\t  thexmlgoeshere   \n”); 

For example, for line 

XML: <question type="cloze"> 

It becomes 

PHP: fprintf($quizbank,"\t<question type="cloze">n"); 
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However, you might also spot that for the line with the question name, or where there is a text line 
(using [CDATA, such as the question, hint and feedback) the PHP enclosing includes 2 “\t”s e.g. 
 
XML:  <name><text>Dilutions6_64 Q1</text> 

becomes 

PHP:  fprintf($quizbank,"\t\t<name><text> Dilutions6_64 Q$k</text>\n"); 
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The example of an equivalent XML file 

 

The other thing to note is that the PHP encasing only needs to enclose each statement of the XML. 
For example, we may wish to express our question text over several lines as shown above, but the 
wrapping only needs to go round the start an end of the ‘question statement’ rather than each line on 
the screen. 

Ideas on creating random variables in PHP 
 
The variables we discussed earlier were very straightforward. However, it is often the case that we 
need to consider both the range of numbers we wish to use for our randomisation, and which 
numbers we wish to randomise to create a good question with a good spread of answers. Sometimes 
we need to be careful not to randomise numbers in such a way as to create impossible to answer 
questions. This might happen if you include 0 as a possible value for a variable and then divide by 
that variable for instance.  
 

Picking suitable numbers. 
Take the question: 
 
The Arrhenius equation for a reaction rate constant k can be written in the form  

lnk = lnA - 
𝐸

𝑅

1

𝑇
 

where T is the temperature, E is the activation energy and A the pre-exponential factor: R is the gas 
constant 8.314JK-1M-1.  The following data were obtained: lnk is $lnk1 at $T1 K and $lnk2 at $T2 K. 
Calculate E in kJ and lnA, rounding final answers to one decimal place. 
 
This question requires random variables for two values of lnk and two temperatures. However, for the 
question to make any sense, the relationship must make sense with the equation such that the rate, k, 
increases with temperature T, or in this arrangement, lnk increases with T. Therefore, when creating 
our random numbers, not only do we need to ensure that our overall values are realistic, but that lnk1 
and T1 are smaller than lnk2 and T2 respectively. This can be achieved by calculating the second 
values (lnk2 and T2) by adding on a random amount to lnk1 and T1. See the variables below: 
 
$lnk1 =rand(100,150)/10; 
$lnk2 = $lnk1+ rand(5,15)/10; 
$T1 = rand(27,30)*10; 
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$T2 = $T1 + rand(1,3)*10; 
 
Also note that in both cases, in order to create randomised numbers with 1 decimal place (e.g. 14.5), 
the randomisation has been carried out at a factor of 10 above, and then divided by 10. So to achieve 
14.5, the randomisation would produce 145, and this is then divided by 10 to make 14.5. 
 
The answer values are then calculated by setting up simultaneous equations, eliminating lnA and 
solving for E (taking care to convert from J to kJ). lnA is then calculated by substituting the non-
rounded value of E into the given equation, rearranged for lnA. 
 
$E = 8.314*($lnk2 - $lnk1)* ($T1*$T2)/($T2- $T1) *(1/1000); 
 
$lnA = $lnk1 + ($E*1000/8.314)* (1/$T1); 
However, to mark the question we want the students to input E and lnA rounded to 1 decimal place. 
We can create new rounded values of E and lnA and label them as different variables. Alternatively 
we just output a rounded number when we need to. The expression below shows rounding using the 
floating point function. 
 
fprintf($quizbank, “… E = {1:NM:=%.1f}kj and lnA = {1:NM:=%.1f} …”, round($E,1), round($lnA,1)) 
 
Remember that the %.1f tells the interpreter to output the value as a floating point number round to 1 
decimal place. Which number? Well there are two %.1f codes and at the end we have given the two 
numbers which should be used: $E first and then $lnA second. As we had a problem with reliable 
floating point rounding (see note above) our files will show the variables also rounded with ‘round’ as 
shown above.  
round ($lnA, 1) will round $lnA to one decimal place. 
 
One can just round the variables without using the floating point. 

Factorising 
In some questions, it may be better to start by randomising the answers, and then working back to the 
questions. For example, if you are asking the student to factorise an expression, to ensure that it can 
be factorised with whole numbers, it is much simpler to pick the factors first, and then create an 
expression to factorise by multiplying them together. 
In the following variables, the common factor factor “fac” has been multiplied by two other random 
variables “fac1 and “fac2” to create the two numbers in the expression to be factorised (“num1” and 
“num2”). 
 
$fac = rand(1,5); 
$fac1 = rand(1,5); 
$num1= $fac * $fac1; 
$fac2 = rand(1,5); 
$num2 = $fac * $fac2; 
$ans1 = $fac; 
$ans1 .= "y"; 
 
Factorise the following expression and write the missing factor in the box (DO NOT leave spaces in 
the answer): \\( $num1 xy +$num2 y \\) = Answer: ({1:SHORTANSWER:=$ans1}) \\( ($fac1 x + $fac2) 
\\) 
 
Note that to make the expression the student needs to fill in as simple as possible, with this question 
type we can take a ‘fill in the blanks’ approach to make this clearer. This formatting provides a box for 
the factor in front of the rest of the factorised expression. 

Rearranging with logs 
Another example of where it may be easier to randomise the answer is in this example of using logs. 
Here, it is easier to randomise the two smaller numbers, the base and the index ($power), and to 
raise the base to the power to calculate the larger number for the question ($number). 
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$base = rand(2,9); 
$power = rand(4,12); 
$number = pow($base,$power); 
 
State the value of \\(x\\) for \\( \\log_{$base} $number=x\\) 

Making a question easy to mark 
Another issue we may have to consider is how to make questions challenging, whilst keeping the 
input simple to mark. The form of the input has to be explicit, as the computer cannot recognise 
equivalent expressions, unless you tell it how to do so. There is no way to test with a computer 
whether someone has ‘almost’ got it right! We can create questions that have more than one right 
answer, as long as we create all correct answers and award each of them 100%. 

The main area where this is an issue is in algebraic manipulations. For example, if we wanted the 

students to differentiate the expression with respect to 𝑥: 

𝑦 = 2𝑥3 + 4𝑥2 + 3 

Then we may consider that the answer is 
𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑥
= 6𝑥2 + 8𝑥 

But there is no reason why we couldn’t write it 
𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑥
= 8𝑥 + 6𝑥2 or even just 8𝑥 + 6𝑥2. Something to think 

about: how would the student input any of these when they just have a simple text box to write in? We 
could get them to input the last one as 8x+6x^2 which takes care of the power. Even if a student knew 
not to write dy/dx and how to write x^2 what if they typed in 8*x+6*x^2 or 8*x+6*x*x? Is the last one 
right? It depends on what we mean by right! 

So we need to go to great lengths either to provide alternate forms of correct answers or specify 
exactly how they should be input into the box (for example, we always specify no spaces but we might 
need to be even more specific). 

One way to make this easier is to use the ‘fill in the blanks’ approach to make it more obvious. So we 
can give the student an answer box that looks like 

  
𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑥
=        𝑥2  +        𝑥 

And then the students only need to fill in the numbers, or we could also put in a box for the power. 

Another approach for this question would be to ask the student to differentiate the expression, and 

then evaluate it for when 𝑥 = 3. In which case, the answer would be 6(3)2 + 8(3) = 78, so we could 
just mark the answer 78, which would imply the student had done the differentiation correctly. 

Different types of answers in Moodle 
Finally, it is worth noting that there are different types of answer that Moodle will read differently. In 
the factorising example, you will note that the answer is labelled SHORTANSWER, but there are also 
types such as SHORTANSWER (case matching) and NUMERICAL. These all treat the answer 
slightly differently. 

short answers (SHORTANSWER or SA or MW): letters and numbers must be identical to answer, 
including spaces and order, but case is unimportant, 

short answers (SHORTANSWER_C or SAC or MWC): letters and numbers must be identical to 
answer, including spaces and order, AND the case must match. 

numerical answers (NUMERICAL or NM): Here Moodle reads the answer as a number, so unlike in 
the short answer, it will read 10 the same as 10.0 or 10.00.  

 

Syntax for raising to a power 
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Guide to LATEX for maths questions –how to make 

LATEX available for screen readers 
 

Why we need to use LATEX with MathJax 
Many mathematical symbols are not available on the keyboard. This might include letters from other 
alphabets – such as the Greek alphabet which is used when we denote pi e.g. 𝜋. Other symbols such 
as the square root symbol or integral symbol are special symbols only used in mathematics. We may 
also need to lay equations out with special layout – like that in a fraction, superscript or the bounds of 
an integral. Consider the following equations: 

𝑥 =
−𝑏 ± √𝑏2 − 4𝑎𝑐

2𝑎
, ∫ 𝑒𝑚𝑥

1

0

𝑑𝑥 

We need a method to input such equations and symbols so that they can appear in the questions and 
feedback.  

There are three forms of special layout you might think are exceptions. You might think that you can 

use the form 1/2 instead of 
1

2
 for a fraction and to write subscripts and superscripts you can use the 

method above e.g. to use C<sub>1</sub> to write 𝐶1. However, there are problems with both 
methods: 

 Using the notation 1/2 will become difficult for everyone to read as the fraction becomes 
larger. How easily do you recognise the following and check it says what you think? Imagine 
the fraction was even larger! 

𝑥 =(−𝑏 ± √𝑏2 − 4𝑎𝑐 )/(2𝑎) 

 Some students and staff who are disabled use software which reads text aloud to them. For 
this software to be able to read equations and mathematical symbols aloud properly we need 
to input them correctly. For example if you write 𝐶1 using C<sub>1</sub> their software might 
read “C one” instead of “C subscript 1”. You might think this does not matter much but think 
about the example integral above we want 𝑒𝑚𝑥 to be read as “e to power of mx end power” 
not “e m x” which doesn’t have the same meaning at all. For the same reasons all but the 
most simple fractions must be properly input. 

 Finally, if we use the correct method all the equations and symbols will look good and read 
clearly whatever browser, computer, tablet, phone or font size and colour you use when doing 
the quiz.  

How to format LaTeX to be read by MathJAX 
To include an inline equation in the quiz you start the equation with \( and end it with \) which I will call 
the MathJax-LaTeX parentheses. In between you write the equation in a form called LaTeX. Moodle 
will use a script called MathJax to display the equation as is required. You need to do this for: 

 Sub and superscripts 

 Fractions 

 Square roots and other roots 

 Sums and products which use the summation or product symbol 

 Anything in which you use symbols which are not on the keyboard such as π 

 Differentiation 

 Integration 

 … 

If you are unsure how to type in your equation then you should handwrite it using the mouse into the 
Web Equation http://webdemo.visionobjects.com/ (click on the link and then click on Web Equation). 
Once your equation is correct click on the LaTeX link and copy the LaTeX given. Place it between \\( 
and \\) in the PHP. If your equation has a backslash in it you will need to add an additional backslash 

in the PHP.  

http://webdemo.visionobjects.com/
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Example 1 
If I wish to input  

−𝑏 ± √𝑏2 − 4𝑎𝑐

2𝑎
 

and I carefully handwrote this then the vision objects portal would produce: 

\dfrac{-b\pm \sqrt {b^{2}-4ac}}{2a} 

Including it within the MathJax-LaTeX parentheses and then doubling each backslash I would include 
the following in my PHP string: 

\\( \\dfrac{-b\\pm \\sqrt {b^{2}-4ac}}{2a} \\)  

Example 2 
If I wish to input  

∑ 𝑥𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=0

 

And I carefully handwrote this then the vision objects portal would produce: 

\sum_{i=0}^{n}x_{i} 

Including it within the MathJax-LaTeX parentheses and then doubling each backslash I would include 
the following in my PHP string: 

\\( \\sum_{i=0}^{n}x_{i} \\) 

Example 3 
Sometimes you need to write only a short piece of maths within a sentence and this is fine. If I wanted 

to write “Please calculate 𝑥2 and then…” then I could ask the vision object portal about the 𝑥2 and find 
that that is written x^{2}. To write my sentence in PHP I would need to write: 

Please calculate \\( x^{2} \\) and then… 

Help! 
There some quick examples of writing LaTeX for MathJax at: 
http://meta.math.stackexchange.com/questions/5020/mathjax-basic-tutorial-and-quick-reference but 
please don’t use $ … $ or $$ … $$. You must use \( and \) to enclose the mathematics – and in the 

PHP that has to be written \\( and \\). 

If you need help with this then you should contact Emma Cliffe from the Maths and Stats Resource 
Centre (MASH) at E.H.Cliffe@bath.ac.uk .  

  

http://meta.math.stackexchange.com/questions/5020/mathjax-basic-tutorial-and-quick-reference
mailto:E.H.Cliffe@bath.ac.uk
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Question List 
Please note, the ‘question text’ indicates the question text, but sometimes this is written showing 

where the changeable variables are (indicated with a $), and sometimes just as an example with 

numbers in. However, all questions contain randomised variables. 

Category Question text File name 

Conversions Conversion of mmoldm-3 into moldm-3. Conversion1_mM_32 

Conversions Conversion of J to nJ. Conversion2_J_33 

Conversions Conversion of KJ into eV Conversion3_eV_34 

Conversions Conversion of Pa to bar Conversion4_Pa_35 

Conversions Conversion of atm to Pa Conversion5_atm_36 

Conversions Conversion of Å to m Conversion6_Ang_37 

Conversions Conversion of ° C to K Conversion7_degC_38 

Conversions Conversion of ml to dm3 Conversion8_ml_39 

Conversions Convert 308 cm−1 to m−1. Conversion9_m_40 

Conversions Convert 427 m3 to dm3 Conversion10_dm3_41 

Conversions Convert 263 K to Celcius to the nearest integer Conversion11_K_42 

Diff. equations A pathogen is introduced into a bacterial colony 
containing 34826 bacteria. The bacteria then 
begin to be destroyed at the rate shown below. 
dBdt=−7500e−0.25t Where t is the time in hours 
and B is the number of bacteria. Solve this 
differential equation to determine how many 
bacteria have managed to survive after 3 hours.  

DiffE1_bacteria_43 

Diff. equations The amount of caffeine in milligrams 'm' staying 
in your body after reaching its maximum is given 
by the equation. dmdt=−km Where 'm' is the 
amount of caffeine in the body in milligrams, and 
k is the decay constant. Solve this differential 
and use the solution to find the number of 
milligrams of caffeine still left in the body, at 59 
minutes after reaching its maximum. Assume 
that k = 0.0154min-1 and the maximum amount 
of caffeine is 438 milligrams 

DiffE2_caffeine_44 

Diff. equations An initial insect population consists of 70 insects. 
This population increases at a rate given by the 
equation shown below. dIdt=2t+3t2 Where I is 
the population of insects at time t (in days). 
Solve this differential equation to determine the 
size of the population after 39 days 

DiffE3_insect_45 

Diff. equations The Reaction shown below occurs via an SN1 
mechanism. (CH3)CBr+H2O→(CH3)COH+HBr 
The Rate Limiting Step of this mechanism is the 
heterolytic fission of the C-Br bond in 
(CH3)3CBr. As such the rate of the reaction is 
dependant only on the concentration of 
(CH3)3CBr. This is shown by the first order rate 
equation given below. rate=−d[X]dt=k[X] Where 
[X] is the concentration of (CH3)3CBr in moldm-
3. Solve this differential equation and use it to 
find the time taken for the concentration of 
(CH3)3CBr to go from 3.1 moles to 1.2 moles. 
the rate constant for this reaction = 8.1 x 10-7s-
1.  

DiffE4_SN1_46 
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Diff. equations The decomposition of NH3 in the haber process 
is an example of a zeroth order reaction and is 
therefore independent of the concentration of 
reactant. 2NH3(g)→3H2(g)+N2(g) The rate law 
is therefore given by the following equation. 
rate=−d[NH3]dt=k The initial concentration of 
NH3 = 5.7 moldm-3 and is subject to a certain 
temperature and pressure whereby the rate 
contant k = 0.3 moldm-3hour-1 Solve this 
differential and use the answer to find the 
concentration of NH3 after 0.5 hours. Give your 
answer to 2 decimal places. 

DiffE5_SN0_47 

Differentiation For the curve y=x3-4x2-6x+4, find the value of y 
at which the curve crosses the y axis. 

Diff1_yaxis_48 

Differentiation For the curve y=1/3xx3-24/2x2+128x+9, find the 
coordinates of the stationary points. Use the 
second derivative to work out which is the 
minimum and which is the maximum.  

Diff2_minima_49 

Differentiation If y=9x4+10x2+5x, find the value of dy/dx when 
x=4.  

Diff3_dydx_50 

Differentiation If y=sin(4x), find the gradient of the curve at 
x=40°. 

Diff4_sinx_51 

Differentiation If y=cos(2x), find the gradient of the curve at 
x=180°.  

Diff5_cos_52 

Differentiation If y=e8x, find the value of dy/dx when x=0.11 Diff6_ex_53 

Differentiation If y=x2sinx, use the product rule to find the value 
of dy/dx at x=45° 

Diff7_sinproduct_54 

Differentiation If y=(10x-8)/(9x2), find the value of dy/dx when 
x=2 

Diff8_quotient1_55 

Differentiation If y=(2x-1)(6x+4), find the value of dy/dx when 
x=9 

Diff9_quotient2_56 

Differentiation Use the chain rule to find dy/dx when 
y=2sin(8x6) 

Diff10_chainMCQ_57 

Differentiation Use the product rule to find dydx when 
y=7x2sin(7x). 

Diff11_productMCQ_58 

Differentiation What is dy/dx when y=9excos6x? Diff12_cosMCQ_59 

Differentiation Differentiate $a x<sup>3</sup>+$b 
x<sup>2</sup> + $c x  

Diff13_fillinblank_60 

Dilutions 55g of H2SO4 was dissolved in 2L of solvent to 
make a stock solution. A working solution was 
made by taking 20ml of stock and making up to 
a final volume of 220ml. What is the 
concentration of the working solution?  

Dilutions3_61 

Dilutions You are provided with $totalstockvolume 
milliletres of $stockconc M stock solution of 
Ammonium Chloride. How many millilitres of the 
stock will you need to make $volumerequired ml 
of $finalconc mM. 

Dilutions4_62 

Dilutions You are provided with a 200 ml of stock solution 
of 2.9 M Ammonium Chloride. How many 
millilitres of the stock will you need to make 40 
ml of 77 mM. 

Dilutions5_63 

Dilutions What is the concentration in mM of KOH when 
0.12 moles are added to 3 ml of buffer? 

Dilutions6_64 

Errors The initial burette reading in a titration was 
4.30cm3, and the final burette reading was 
21.20cm3. If both readings have an error of 
±0.05cm3, calculate the absolute, fractional and 
percentage error in the titre reading to two 

Errors1_biurette_65 
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significant figures 

Errors A compound was weighed out using a weighing 
scale with an error margin of ±0.002g and an 
initial reading of 0.000g. If the final mass of the 
compound measured was 2.746g, calculate, to 
two significant figures, the absolute, fractional 
and percentage error in the mass reading. 

Errors2_weight1_66 

Errors A compound was weighed out using a weighing 
scale with an error margin of ±0.005g and an 
initial reading of 0.483g. The final mass of the 
compound was measured on a different 
weighing scale with an error margin of ±0.003g 
and found to be 1.050g, calculate, to two 
significant figures, the absolute, fractional and 
percentage error in the mass reading.  

Errors3_weight2_67 

Errors The volume of an ideal gas can be calculated by 
rearranging the following formula: 
PV=nRTCalculate the volume of an ideal gas if 
n=1, R=8.314, P=100.203kPa, and T=283.5K. If 
the temperature value has an error of ±0.03K 
and the pressure value has an error of 
±0.23kPa, calculate the absolute, fractional and 
percentage error in the volume 

Errors4_volume_68 

Bodmas Painter A takes 5 hours to paint a house. Painter 
B takes 6 hours to paint a house. How long does 
it take them to paint a house together? 

Bodmas5_fractions2paint_69 

Indices (x^{$firstx} \\) ÷ \\(x^{$secondx} \\) and write the 
final power of \\(x \\) as your answer. 

Indices5_70 

Integration Integrate to two decimal places: ∫7x dx Int1_limits_71 

Integration A graph is represented by the 
equation y=(7−2x)e3x. Using Integration by 
Parts, find the area under the curve between the 
values of x = 1.1 and x = 0 giving your answer to 
2 decimal places. 

Int2_byparts_72 

Logs Given that the volume at which a protein is 
eluted from a column is inversely proportional to 
the log of its molecular weight, calculate the 
molecular weight of citrate synthase using the 
given data 

Logs5_columnvolume_73 

Mean Calculate the mean height in the population of 
humans given. Give your answer to one decimal 
place. $table 

Mean1_height_74 

Moles and ratios A molecule has a molar mass of 106g/mol. How 
many moles are there in 1.6g of this molecule?  

Moles4_calculatemoles2_75 

Moles and ratios Sodium azide (NaN3) is a hydroscopic salt. If a 
dry sample of mass 8.2g sodium azide is left on 
a bench it absorbs 4 moles of water for every 1 
mole of sodium azide. What would the mass 
become? 

Moles5_ratio1_76 

Moles and ratios What volume does 43.7g of chlorine occupy at 
STP? 

Moles6_gasvolume_77 

Moles and ratios A gas has a molar mass of 67.327g/mole. At 
STP, what volume does 30g of this gas occupy?  

Moles7_gasvolume2_78 

Moles and ratios How many moles are there, and what is the 
mass of 328m3 of nitrogen at standard 
temperature and pressure? 

Moles8_molesfromvolume_79 

Moles and ratios Calculate to 2 decimal places, the number of 
moles in 5.49 grams of a salt (Mr of the salt = 
21.25 gmol-1) 

Moles9_calculatemoles3_80 
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Moles and ratios Calculate the amount of Sodium Chloride (RMM 
= 58.5) required to make $volume ml of a 
$molarConcentration M solution.  

Moles10_concentration2_81 

Moles and ratios $mass g of anhydrous Na2CO3 (RMM=106) is 
dissolved in $volume ml of distilled water. 
Calculate the molarity of the solution in mM, 
giving your answer to 1 decimal points. 

Moles11_concentration3_82 

Moles and ratios Calculate how much $molarConcentration mM 
solution you could make given $mass g of the 
sodium salt NAD (RMM=685.41).  

Moles12_volume_83 

Moles and ratios Calculate the weight by volume for $mass g of 
anhydrous Na2CO3 (RMM=106) dissolved in 
$volume ml of distilled water 

Moles13_wbv_84 

Moles and ratios Given the molecular weight of methylene blue is 
374, what mass was dissolved in 1 litre of water 
to give a solution of $concentration µM 
(µmoles/litre)?  

Moles14_concentration4_85 

Moles and ratios Knowing that $mass g of methylene blue is 
dissolved in a litre of solution, what mass would 
be dissolved in 1ml of solution at the same 
concentration?  

Moles15_concentration5_86 

Moles and ratios How many moles are dissolved in 1 litre of 
methylene blue solution, given an RMM of 374 
and mass of $mass g?  

Moles16_concentration6_87 

Moles and ratios How many nanomoles are dissolved in 1ml of a 
$concentration µM solution of methylene blue?  

Moles17_concentration7_88 

Moles and ratios If $mass g of methylene blue were dissolved in 
$volume ml of solution, what is the molar 
concentration? Assume a RMM of 374 and give 
your answer to 2 decimal points. 

Moles18_concentration8_89 

Moles and ratios The MW of NaOH is 40. How many grams of 
NaOH are required to prepare 7 ml of a 0.6 M 
solution? 

Moles19_calculatemass2_90 

Moles and ratios How many moles of KOH are dissolved in 5 ml 
of a 80 µM (µmoles/litre) solution? 

Moles20_concentration9_91 

Moles and ratios How many ml of solution must be added to 4 
milimoles of KOH to make a 60 mM solution? 

Moles21_concentration10_92 

Moles and ratios In the esterification reaction, \( CH_{3} OH + 
CH_{3} COOH \Rightarrow CH_{3} COOCH_3 + 
H_2 O \) reactants combine in the following 
proportions: 32g CH_3 OH reacts with 60g CH_3 
COOH to form 74g of the ester product. In a 
particular reaction 3.2 g methanol is mixed with 
an excess of ethanoic acid and 1.9 g of the ester 
is extracted. What is the percentage yield of the 
reaction to one decimal place?  

Moles22_ratio2_93 

Moles and ratios A 100 mg sample of oil required 
16.216216216216 mg KOH (MW 56) for 
complete saponification. Remembering that it 
takes three KOH for 1 mol triglyceride, calculate 
the average molecular weight of the oil to no 
decimal places. 

Moles23_ratio3_94 

pH The concentration of HCl in a solution is 0.07 
moldm-3, what is the pH of this solution, taking 
into account that HCl is a strong acid? Give your 
answer to 2 decimal places. 

pH1_strongacid_95 

pH The Kw of pure water is 1.016 x 10-14 at a 
certain temperature. What is its pH? Give your 
answer to two decimal places 

pH2_KW_96 
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pH You are given a 0.556 molar aqueous solution of 
a weak acid. The pH of this solution is 4.03 . 
Using this, find the acid dissociation constant Ka. 
Give your answer to three decimal places. 
Ka=[H+][A−][AH] 

pH3_weakacid_97 

pH The concentration of Sodium Hydroxide in a 
solution is 0.754 moldm-3. What is the pH of this 
solution? Give your answer to 2 decimal place 

pH4_NaOH_98 

pH The pOH of a solution = 10 What is the pH of 
this solution? Give your answer to 2 decimal 
places. 

pH5_pHpOH_99 

pH The pKa of a carboxylic acid is 4. Calculate the 
pH of a solution containing 25% by volume of 
0.18 M of the Carboxylic Acid and 75% by 
volume of 0.19 M Sodium Acetate. Give your 
answer to 2 decimal places. 
pH=pKa+log([A−][AH]) 

pH6_pka_100 

pH The pH of a solution containing the strong acid 
HNO3 has a pH of 3.88. What is the 
concentration of H3O+ in this solution? Give 
your answer to 2 decimal places.  

pH7_H3O_101 

pH What is the pOH of a solution of 0.047 moldm-
3 of HI, 0.061 moldm-3 of NaOH and 0.008 
moldm-3 of HNO3 in water? 

pH8_pOHpH_102 

pH The pK of CH3COOH (acetic acid) is 4.8.  
Calculate the pH of a solution obtained by mixing 
equal volumes of $HA M acetic acid and $A M 
sodium acetate, giving your answer to 2 decimal 
points.p 

pH9_aceticacid_103 

Probability 
genetics 

If the genotypes AA, Aa, and aa have 
frequencies 0.75, 0.002, and 0.248 
(respectively), what is p = freq(A)? 

Genetics1_104 

Sum notation Assuming \(x_{1}=1,\; x_{2}=6,\; x_{3}=4,\; 
x_{4}=2,\; x_{5}=1.67\)What is the value of the 
following expression? \( \sum ix_{i}= \) 

Sum1_xtimesi_105 

Sum notation Assuming \(x_{1}=3,\; x_{2}=1,\; x_{3}=5,\; 
x_{4}=6,\; x_{5}=3\) What is the value of the 
following expression? \(\sum_{i=1}^{n=4} x_{i}\) 

Sum2_limits_106 

Sum notation Assuming \(x_{1}=3,\; x_{2}=1,\; x_{3}=1,\; 
x_{4}=4,\; x_{5}=3.5\) What is the value of the 
following expression? \( \sum x_{i}= \) 

Sum3_nolimits_107 

Sum notation Assuming \(x_{1}=5,\; x_{2}=3,\; x_{3}=1,\; 
x_{4}=2,\; x_{5}=2\)What is the value of the 
following expression? Answer to two decimal 
places \( \sum x^{2}_{i}= \) 

Sum4_squares_108 

Sum notation Assuming \(x_{1}=6,\; x_{2}=3,\; x_{3}=5,\; 
x_{4}=3,\; x_{5}=1.67\) What is the value of the 
following expression? Answer to two decimal 
places \( \sum i/x_{i}= \) 

Sum5_xbyi_109 

Thermodynamics If Sfin = 9.61JK-1mol-1 and Sini = 64.55JK-
1mol-1, calculate the change in entropy.  

Therm1_entropy_110 

Thermodynamics Calculate ΔG of a reaction when the ΔH = 40 kJ, 
the ΔS = 139 J K−1 and the temperature = 268 K 

Therm2_dG_111 

Thermodynamics Calculate ΔH of a reaction when the ΔG = 6 kJ, 
the ΔS = 86 J K−1 and the temperature = 264 K. 
Give your answer in kJ and to two decimal 
places. 

Therm3_dH_112 

Thermodynamics Calculate ΔS of a reaction when the ΔG = -64 
kJ, the ΔH = 37 kJ and the temperature = 243 K.  

Them4_dS_113 
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Thermodynamics Calculate ΔG of a reaction when the temperature 
= 279 K, the equilibrium constant K=7×106. 

Therm5_dGequ_114 

Thermodynamics Calculate ΔG of a reaction when the potential of 

the reaction, E∘cell=0.121V, the number of 
moles of electrons transfered = 3, and Faraday's 
constant = 96485 C/mol. 

Therm6_Ecell_115 

Thermodynamics Knowing that the equilibrium constant for the 

hydrolysis of ATP to ADP is $k calculate ΔG⁰ for 
the reaction. Assume that R=8.314JK-1mol-1 

and T=25⁰C. 

Therm7_equdG_116 

Thermodynamics In an experiment the cellular concentrations of 
ATP, ADP, and Pi were found to be 0.01M, 
$adp_conc mM, and $pi_conc mM. How much 
free energy would be produced by the hydrolysis 

of ATP to ADP in a cell at 37⁰C? Assume that 
water is in its standard state at [H2O]=1, 
R=8.314JK-1mol-1 and T=25⁰C.  

Therm8_ATPconcdG_117 

Thermodynamics ΔG⁰  = $deltaG kJ mol-1 for a reversible reaction 
where compound X becomes compound Y and 
vice versa. Calculate the equilibrium constant for 

this reaction at 25⁰C, giving your answer to 6 
significant figures. 

Therm9_equdG2_118 

Trans Appl A reaction has a rate constant of 1.4 X 10-4s-
1 at 27.7oC. If the activation energy (Ea) for the 
reaction is 50KJmol, calculate the rate constant 
for the same reaction at 51.1oC.  

TransAppl1_rates1_119 

Trans Appl The metabolic reaction which involved 
haemoglobin (Hb) can be written in a highly 
simplified form as shown below. 
Hb(aq)+O2(aq)→HbO2(aq) The rate constant for 
this second order reaction (k) is 2.2 x 106moldm-
3s-1.An athlete was studied and it was found 
that the rate of formation of HbO2 increased 
from 2.5 x 10-6moldm-3 to 1.4 x 10-4moldm-
3 during exercize. Assuming that the amount of 
haemoglobin in his blood is 7.5 x 10sup>-
6moldm-3 and has remained the same, calculate 
what concentration of O2 is required to sustain 
this new rate of formation 

TransAppl2_rates2_120 

Trans Appl The metabolic reaction which involved 
haemoglobin (Hb) can be written in a highly 
simplified form as shown below. 
Hb(aq)+O2(aq)→HbO2(aq) This reaction is 
second order and has a rate constant of 2.9 x 
106moldm-3s-1 at 37oC. For a specific person 
the concentrations of Hb and O2 in the blood at 
the lungs was found to be 8.6 x 10-6moldm-
3 and 1.7 x 10-6moldm-3 respectively. Calculate 
the rate of formation of HbO2 in this persons 
lungs.  

TransAppl3_rates3_121 

Trans Appl Using the Beer Lambert Law, calculate the 
absorbance of a solution with a concentration of 
$concentration mol dm-3, assuming the 
extinction coefficient is $molarAbsorptivity M-
1cm-1.  

TransAppl4_BeerL1_122 

Trans Appl The osmotic coefficient Φ measures the ability of 
a substance to effect the flow of water across a 
semi-permeable membrane. A 10ml test tube 
contains erythrocytes in a solution containing 
NaCl and sucrose, whose concentrations are 

TransAppl5_osmoticcoeff_12
3 
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$nacl_conc M and $suc_conc M respectively. 
Assuming that Φsucrose =1.0, determine 
ΦNaCl, given that ΦA [A] = ΦB [B].  

Trans Appl A tyrosinase assay gives a ΔA min-1 of 
$deltaAbsorbance due to the formation of 
dopachrome, whose molar absorption coefficient 
is 3600M-1cm-1. Assuming an assay volume of 
$assayVolume ml, what is the rate of product 
formation? Give your answer to 4 decimal points 
and in the units  µmol min-1. 

TransAppl6_BeerL2_124 

Trans Appl How many days will it take for a Phosphorous-32 
sample with an initial activity of $initialActivity 
cpm to decay to $finalActivity cpm? Assume the 
half-life is 14.26 and the disintegration constant 
is 0.0488 - give your answer to 1 decimal place.  

TransAppl7_radioactivity_125 

Trans Appl A solution of uracil in a 1cm quartz cuvette has 
an absorbance of $absorbance - pure solvent in 
a matched cuvette has an absorbance of 
$controlAbsorbance. Assuming the molar 
absorption coefficient is 8200M-1cm-1, what is 
the concentration of the solution in µM? Give 
your answer to 1 decimal points. 

TransAppl8_BeerL3_126 

 

 


